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Blood Libel: On the Trail
of an Antisemitic Myth
Magda Teter 

Harvard University Press (Wiley)

9780674240933

£31.95| HB | 304 pp. | Jan 2020

A landmark history of the
antisemitic blood libel myth—how
it took root in Europe, spread with
the invention of the printing press,
and persists today. Based on sources
in eight countries and ten
languages, Blood Libel captures the
long shadow of a pernicious myth.

Ghost Citizens: Jewish
Return to a Postwar City
Lukasz Krzyzanowski

Harvard University Press (Wiley)

9780674984660

£28.95 | HB | 352 pp. | Jun 2020

Drawing on a rare collection of
documents - including the postwar
Radom Jewish Committee records -
Ghost Citizens is the moving story of
Holocaust survivors and their
struggle to restore their lives in a
place that was no longer home.

Survival on the Margins:
Polish Jewish Refugees in
the Wartime Soviet
Union
Eliyana R. Adler

Harvard University Press (Wiley)

9780674988026

£39.95 | HB | 456 pp. | Nov 2020

The forgotten story of 200,000
Polish Jews who escaped the
Holocaust as refugees stranded in
remote corners of the USSR.

Jewish Feminism:
Framed and Reframed
Esther Fuchs

Lexington Books (NBNi)

9781498566513

£24.95 | PB | 248 pp. | Mar 2020

This book is the first critical
analysis of Jewish feminist
scholarship, tracing it from its
tentative beginnings in the late
1970s to contemporary academic
articulations of its disciplinary
projects.

Rethinking Holocaust
Film Reception: A British
Case Study
Stefanie Rauch

Lexington Books (NBNi)

9781498594080

£77 | HB | 246 pp. | Feb 2021

Taking early 21st century Britain as
a case study, this book presents an
intervention into the scholarship on
the representation of the Holocaust
on film.

Religion, war and
Israel’s secular
millennials: Being
reasonable?
Stacey Gutkowski

Manchester University Press
(NBNi)

9781526139993

£80 | HB | 296 pp. | Oct 2020

This is the first book to analyse
blowback to Palestinian and Jewish-
Israeli religious nationalism among
this group in their own words.

The contract of mutual
indifference: Political
philosophy after the
Holocaust
Norman Geras

Manchester University Press
(NBNi)

9781526104755

£12.99 | PB | 200 pp. | Jul 2020

In this classic work, Norman Geras
argues that we owe a duty of help to
those who are suffering under
terrible oppression.

The Crown and the
Courts: Separation of
Powers in the Early
Jewish Imagination
David C. Flatto

Harvard University Press (Wiley)

9780674737105

£31.95 | HB | 384 pp. | Nov 2020

A scholar of law and religion
uncovers a surprising origin story
behind the idea of the separation of
powers.
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Our People: Discovering

Lithuania's Hidden

Holocaust
Ruta Vanagaite et al.

Rowman & Littlefield (NBNi)

9781538133033

£18.95 | HB | 240 pp. | May 2020

This remarkable book traces the
quest for the truth about the
Holocaust in Lithuania by two
ostensible enemies: Rūta a
descendant of the perpetrators,
Efraim a descendant of the victims.

Translated Memories:
Transgenerational
Perspectives on the
Holocaust
Ed. by Bettina Hofmann et

al. 

Rowman & Littlefield (NBNi)

9781793606068

£80 | HB | 404 pp. | Feb 2020

This volume engages with memory
of the Holocaust as expressed in
literature, film, and other media.

Revolutionary: Who was
Jesus? Why does he Still
Matter?
Ed. by Tom Holland

SPCK Publishings (MDL)

9780281083336

£19.99 | HB | 240 pp. | Sep 2020

This book, written by influential
authors reflecting a diversity of
expertise and points of view,
considers the claims that continue
to be made about Jesus, whether by
believers or nonbelievers.

Hebrew Psalms and the
Utrecht Psalter: Veiled
Origins
Pamela Berger

Pennsylvania State University
Press (NBNi)

9780271084770

£107.95 | HB | 240 pp. | Jan 2020

Pioneering and highly persuasive,
this book resolves outstanding
issues surrounding the origins of
one of the most extensively studied
illuminated manuscripts.

A Woman Called Moses:
A Prophet for Our Times
Jean-Christophe Attias

Verso Books (Marston)

9781788736398

£16.99 | HB | 224 pp. | Apr 2020

By way of a series of possible
portraits—including one of a
female Moses—Jean-Christophe
Attias follows the metamorphoses
of the Hebrew liberator through
ages and cultures.

An Army Like No Other:
How the Israel Defense
Force Made a Nation
Haim Bresheeth-Zabner

Verso Books (Marston)

9781788737845

£25 | HB | 448 pp. | Aug 2020

Bresheeth-Zabner charts the
evolution of the IDF from the
Nakba to wars in Egypt, Lebanon,
Iraq and the continued assaults
upon Gaza, and shows that the state
of Israel has been formed out of its
wars.

Holding On and Holding
Out: Jewish Diaries from
Wartime France
Anne Freadman

University of Toronto Press
(NBNi)

9781487507534

£63.99 | HB | 280 pp. | May 2020

Examining the diary as a particular
form of expression, Holding On and
Holding Out provides unique insight
into the experiences of Jews in
France during the Second World
War.

Revolutionary Visions:
Jewish Life and Politics
in Latin American Film
Stephanie Pridgeon

University of Toronto Press
(NBNi)

9781487508142

£37.99 | HB | 208 pp. | Dec 2020

Revolutionary Visions examines
recent cinematic depictions of
Jewish involvement in 1960s and
1970s revolutionary movements in
Latin America.
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